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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we provide an algorithm to compute explicit rational
solutions of a rational system of autonomous ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) from its rational invariant algebraic curves. The
method is based on the proper rational parametrization of these
curves and the fact that by linear reparametrizations, we can find
the rational solutions of the given system of ODEs. Moreover, if the
system has a rational first integral, we can decide whether it has a
rational general solution and compute it in the affirmative case.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction
In Ngô and Winkler (2010), we have studied the rational general solutions of a non-autonomous
algebraic ordinary differential equation (ODE) of order 1, F(x, y, y′) = 0, F a trivariate polynomial.
The geometric approach of Feng and Gao (2004, 2006) in the autonomous case, F(y, y′) = 0, can
be extended in a natural way to parametrizable non-autonomous ODEs of order 1; i.e., to the case
in which the algebraic surface F(x, y, z) = 0 admits a rational parametrization P (s, t). The work
leads to studying the so-called associated system of two autonomous ODEs of order 1 and of degree 1
in the derivatives of two parameter indeterminates. If we can solve this associated system for its
rational general solution, then we obtain the rational general solution of the original ODE via the
parametrization mapping. Within the framework of differential algebra (Ritt, 1950; Kolchin, 1973),
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we have proven that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the rational general solution of
the parametrizable ODE F(x, y, y′) = 0, and the rational general solution of its associated system.
In this paper, we study the associated systems in a general manner. So we consider a reduced
rational system of autonomous ODEs of the form
s′ = M1(s, t)
N1(s, t)
,
t ′ = M2(s, t)
N2(s, t)
,
(1)
where M1,N1,M2,N2 ∈ K[s, t], gcd(M1,N1) = 1, gcd(M2,N2) = 1 and K is an algebraically closed
field of constants of characteristic zero. When N1 and N2 are 1, we have a polynomial differential
system. Several aspects of polynomial differential systems have been extensively studied, such as the
invariant algebraic curves of the system or the rational first integrals of the system (see, for instance,
Prelle and Singer (1983), Lins Neto (1988), Man (1993) and Christopher et al. (2002)).Wewill see later
that looking for the invariant algebraic curves of the rational system (1) is the same as looking for the
ones of a polynomial differential system.
The paper focuses on computing the rational solutions of the rational system (1). More precisely,
we present a method to compute explicit rational solutions by parametrization of invariant algebraic
curves of the system. This will be an attempt to study the rational solutions of the rational system (1)
from the geometric and algorithmic point of view. In fact, a rational solution of the system (1) is a
pair of rational functions (s(x), t(x)) satisfying the given system. Each non-trivial rational solution
of the system is a rational parametrization of a rational curve, which we call a rational solution
curve. The rational solution curves are necessarily invariant algebraic curves of the system. We give a
decision whether a rational invariant algebraic curve of the system is a rational solution curve. In the
affirmative case we will compute the corresponding rational solution.
In principle, there are different rational parametrizations of the same rational algebraic curve. A key
observation is that two proper rational parametrizations of the same curve are tranformable into each
other by a linear rational function of the parameter (see, for instance, Sendra et al. (2008), Chapter 4).
We derive a necessary and sufficient condition on this linear rational function to obtain a rational
solution of the system from a proper rational parametrization of the rational invariant algebraic curve.
The paper consists of the following sections. In Section 2 we recall the notion of an invariant
algebraic curve of a polynomial differential system. In fact, we are interested in the irreducible
invariant algebraic curves that are rational solution curves. In principle, given an upper bound for
the degree of an invariant algebraic curve, one can compute such a curve by solving a system of
algebraic equations in the unknown coefficients of the invariant algebraic curve. In Section 3we show
several properties of rational solution curves of the system (1) and present an algorithm for computing
explicit rational solutions of a rational differential system from each rational invariant algebraic
curve. Essentially, we construct an autonomous differential equation defining the transformationwith
respect to a proper parametrization of the rational invariant algebraic curve. It is simple to decide
whether this autonomous differential equation has a rational solution. Then we demonstrate the
algorithm by some examples. Finally, in Section 5 we describe a rational solution curve of a rational
general solution in terms of a rational first integral of the system (1).
2. Computing the invariant algebraic curves of a polynomial differential system
In this section we recall the notion of invariant algebraic curve of a polynomial differential system.
Consider the system
s′ = P(s, t),
t ′ = Q (s, t), (2)
where P and Q are polynomials in K[s, t] and K is an algebraically closed field of constants of
characteristic zero. This can be seen as a special case of the rational differential system (1).
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Definition 2.1. An invariant algebraic curve of the polynomial differential system (2) is an algebraic
curve G(s, t) = 0 such that
GsP + GtQ = GK , (3)
where Gs,Gt are the partial derivatives of Gwith respect to s and t; and K is some polynomial.
Wemust notice that looking for the invariant algebraic curves of a polynomial system is an important
step in the Prelle–Singer procedure (Prelle and Singer, 1983) for computing a first integral of the
polynomial system (2). In principle, the invariant algebraic curves of the polynomial differential
system can be determined by setting up an upper bound for the degree of the polynomial G(s, t) and
using the undetermined coefficient method to derive a certain system of algebraic equations that we
have to solve for the coefficients of G(s, t). InMan (1993), one can find a discussion on the efficiency of
different implementations of this step in some computer algebra systems (MACSYMA and REDUCE).
One can also find in the paper many experimental results indicating that the degree bound does not
have to be very high in several well-known types of ODEs of order 1.
We will briefly review this computation of invariant algebraic curves of a polynomial system here
because in the next section we would like to parametrize these invariant algebraic curves to compute
explicit rational solutions of the system.
Note that the degree of the cofactor polynomial K(s, t) is bounded by max{deg P, degQ } − 1 and
K(s, t) is uniquely defined by the quotient of the division ofGsP+GtQ byG. It is known thatG(s, t) = 0
is an invariant algebraic curve of the system (2) if and only if each irreducible component of the curve
G(s, t) = 0 is an invariant algebraic curve. Precisely, let G(s, t) = Πmi=1Gnii (s, t) be the decomposition
of G(s, t) into irreducible factors. Then G(s, t) = 0 is an invariant algebraic curve of the system (2)
with cofactor K(s, t) if and only if the curves Gi(s, t) = 0 are invariant algebraic curves of the same
system (2) with some cofactors Ki and K = ∑mi=1 niKi. Therefore, from now on we only consider the
irreducible invariant algebraic curves of the system (2).
Let H = gcd(P,Q ) and P = P1H , Q = Q1H . Then every invariant algebraic curve of the system
s′ = P1(s, t),
t ′ = Q1(s, t), (4)
is an invariant algebraic curve of (2). Conversely, suppose that G(s, t) = 0 is an invariant algebraic
curve of the system (2). Then
(GsP1 + GtQ1)H = GK
for some polynomial K . Since G(s, t) is irreducible, either G|H or G|(GsP1 + GtQ1). In the latter case,
G(s, t) = 0 is an invariant algebraic curve of the system (4). In the first case, G(s, t) is an irreducible
factor of H(s, t). Assume that (s(x), t(x)) is a parametrization of G(s, t) = 0. Then
P(s(x), t(x)) = 0 = Q (s(x), t(x)).
In this case, (s(x), t(x)) is a solution of the system (2) if and only if s(x) and t(x) are constants.
Example 2.2. Consider the polynomial differential system
s′ = st,
t ′ = s+ t2. (5)
We first ask for the invariant algebraic curves of degree 1. Consider the graded lexicographic order
with s > t . Then there are two case distinctions, namely,
G(s, t) = t + c, G(s, t) = s+ bt + c.
The first polynomial cannot define an invariant algebraic curve because
GsP + GtQ = s+ t2
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is not divisible byG. So nowconsider the secondpolynomial. The remainder of the division ofGsP+GtQ
by G is
(−c − b2)t−bc.
It follows that G(s, t) = s + bt + c defines an invariant algebraic curve if and only if b = c = 0.
Therefore, G(s, t) = s is an invariant algebraic curve.
Similarly, we ask for the invariant algebraic curves of degree 2. Again take the graded lexicographic
order with s > t . There are three case distinctions, namely,
G(s, t) = t2 + ds+ et + f , G(s, t) = st + ct2 + ds+ et + f ,
G(s, t) = s2 + bst + ct2 + ds+ et + f .
If G(s, t) = t2 + ds+ et + f , then the remainder of the division of GsP + GtQ by G is
ef + e2 − 2 f  t + (de+ e) s+ (−d+ 2) st.
Sowe need to have d = 2 and e = f = 0. Hence, G(s, t) = t2+2s is an invariant algebraic curve of the
system. With the same procedure we can see that G(s, t) = st + ct2 + ds+ et + f is not an invariant
algebraic curve for any choice of its coefficients; and G(s, t) = s2 + bst + ct2 + ds + et + f is an
invariant algebraic curve if and only if b = e = f = 0 and d = 2c , i.e., G(s, t) = s2+ ct2+ 2cs. In fact,
using Darboux’s Theorem (Singer, 1992) one can prove that the system has no irreducible invariant
algebraic curve of degree higher than 2.
3. Rational solutions of the rational differential systems
In this section we consider the rational differential system of autonomous ODEs of the form (1), i.e.
s′ = M1(s, t)
N1(s, t)
,
t ′ = M2(s, t)
N2(s, t)
.
A rational solution of the system (1) is a pair of rational functions R(x) = (s(x), t(x)) satisfying the
system (1). A solution (s(x), t(x)) is trivial if both s(x) and t(x) are constants. A trivial solution can be
easily found as an intersection point of the two curvesM1(s, t) = 0 andM2(s, t) = 0. The goal of this
section is to provide an algorithm computing a non-trivial rational solution of the rational system (1)
from its invariant algebraic curves by parametrization.
Each non-trivial rational solution of the system (1) determines a rational curve, which is an
invariant algebraic curve of the system. Therefore, we first look for the invariant algebraic curves of
the system and then parametrize them to obtain rational solutions. Of course, if none of the invariant
algebraic curves is rational, thenwe immediately conclude that there is no rational solution. If we find
a rational invariant algebraic curve, we still have to determine whether any of the infinitely many
rational parametrizations leads to a solution of the system. Which reparametrizations of a proper
rational parametrization of an invariant algebraic curve lead to solutions, is the topic of this section.
We start proving some simple properties of the algebraic curve corresponding to a rational solution
of the system. These properties may not be new, but we include them here for completeness.
Lemma 3.1. LetR(x) = (s(x), t(x)) be a non-trivial rational solution of the system (1). Let G(s, t) = 0
be the irreducible implicit equation of the curve parametrized byR(x). Then
GsM1N2 + GtM2N1 = GK ,
where Gs and Gt are the partial derivatives of G with respect to s and t; K is some polynomial.
Proof. Since G(s, t) = 0 is the irreducible implicit equation of the curve parametrized by (s(x), t(x)),
we have
G(s(x), t(x)) = 0.
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Differentiating this equation with respect to xwe obtain
Gs(s(x), t(x)) · s′(x)+ Gt(s(x), t(x)) · t ′(x) = 0.
R(x) = (s(x), t(x)) is a solution of the system, so we have
Gs(s(x), t(x)) · M1(s(x), t(x))N1(s(x), t(x)) + Gt(s(x), t(x)) ·
M2(s(x), t(x))
N2(s(x), t(x))
= 0.
Hence, the polynomial
GsM1N2 + GtM2N1
is in the ideal of the curve generated by G(s, t). In other words, we have
GsM1N2 + GtM2N1 = GK
for some polynomial K . 
Definition 3.2. An algebraic curve G(s, t) = 0 is called an invariant algebraic curve of the rational
system (1) iff
GsM1N2 + GtM2N1 = GK
for some polynomial K . An invariant algebraic curve G(s, t) = 0 of the rational system (1) is called a
rational invariant algebraic curve iff G(s, t) = 0 is a rational curve.
This means that the invariant algebraic curves of the rational system (1) are the same as the invariant
algebraic curves of the polynomial system
s′ = M1N2,
t ′ = M2N1. (6)
A non-constant common factor of N1 and N2 defines an invariant algebraic curve of the system (1).
However, it will not generate any solution to the system (1). Later on, we ignore these invariant
algebraic curves in computing rational solutions of the system (1).
Lemma 3.3. Let G(s, t) = 0 be an irreducible rational invariant algebraic curve of the system (1). Let
(s(x), t(x)) be a rational parametrization of the curve G(s, t) = 0. Then we have
s′(x) ·M2(s(x), t(x))N1(s(x), t(x)) = t ′(x) ·M1(s(x), t(x))N2(s(x), t(x)).
Moreover, if G - N1 and G - N2, then
s′(x) · M2(s(x), t(x))
N2(s(x), t(x))
= t ′(x) · M1(s(x), t(x))
N1(s(x), t(x))
.
Proof. Since G(s(x), t(x)) = 0, we have
Gs(s(x), t(x))s′(x)+ Gt(s(x), t(x))t ′(x) = 0.
Moreover, G(s, t) = 0 is an invariant algebraic curve, so we have
Gs(s(x), t(x))M1(s(x), t(x))N2(s(x), t(x))+ Gt(s(x), t(x))M2(s(x), t(x))N1(s(x), t(x)) = 0.
Note that the irreducibility of G implies Gs(s(x), t(x)) ≠ 0 and Gt(s(x), t(x)) ≠ 0. Therefore, s′(x) t ′(x)M1(s(x), t(x)) · N2(s(x), t(x)) M2(s(x), t(x)) · N1(s(x), t(x))
 = 0.
Moreover, if G - N1 and G - N2, then N1(s(x), t(x)) ≠ 0 and N2(s(x), t(x)) ≠ 0. Hence,
s′(x) · M2(s(x), t(x))
N2(s(x), t(x))
= t ′(x) · M1(s(x), t(x))
N1(s(x), t(x))
. 
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The lemma tells us that not every rational parametrization of a rational invariant algebraic curve
will provide a rational solution of the system. But they are good candidates for rational solutions of
the system.
Definition 3.4. A rational invariant algebraic curve of the system (1) is called a rational solution curve
iff it possesses a rational parametrization which is a solution of the system.
From now on, we are only interested in non-trivial rational solutions of the system (1). Let us recall
that if (s(x), t(x)) is a rational parametrization of an algebraic curve G(s, t) = 0, then at least one of
the components of (s(x), t(x))must be non-constant.
The following theorem provides a necessary and sufficient condition for a rational invariant
algebraic curve to be a rational solution curve.
Theorem 3.5. Let G(s, t) = 0 be a rational invariant algebraic curve of the system (1) such that G - N1
and G - N2. Let (s(x), t(x)) be a proper rational parametrization of G(s, t) = 0. Then G(s, t) = 0 is
a rational solution curve of the system (1) if and only if one of the following differential equations has a
rational solution T (x):
(1) T ′ = 1s′(T ) · M1(s(T ),t(T ))N1(s(T ),t(T )) when s′(x) ≠ 0,
(2) T ′ = 1t ′(T ) · M2(s(T ),t(T ))N2(s(T ),t(T )) when t ′(x) ≠ 0.
If there is such a rational solution T (x), then the rational solution of the system (1) corresponding to
G(s, t) = 0 is given by
(s(T (x)), t(T (x))).
Proof. Assume that (s¯(x), t¯(x)) is a rational solution of the system (1) corresponding to G(s, t) = 0.
Since (s(x), t(x)) is a proper parametrization of G(s, t) = 0, there exists a rational function T (x) such
that
s¯(x) = s(T (x)), t¯(x) = t(T (x)).
On the one hand,
s¯′(x) = M1(s¯(x), t¯(x))
N1(s¯(x), t¯(x))
,
t¯ ′(x) = M2(s¯(x), t¯(x))
N2(s¯(x), t¯(x))
.
On the other hand,
s¯′(x) = s′(T (x)) · T ′(x),
t¯ ′(x) = t ′(T (x)) · T ′(x).
Therefore,
T ′(x) · s′(T (x)) = M1(s¯(x), t¯(x))
N1(s¯(x), t¯(x))
and
T ′(x) · t ′(T (x)) = M2(s¯(x), t¯(x))
N2(s¯(x), t¯(x))
.
When s(x) or t(x) are non-constants, we have
T ′(x) = 1
s′(T (x))
· M1(s¯(x), t¯(x))
N1(s¯(x), t¯(x))
or T ′(x) = 1
t ′(T (x))
· M2(s¯(x), t¯(x))
N2(s¯(x), t¯(x))
,
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respectively. Conversely, assumew.l.o.g. that s(x) is non-constant and T (x) is a rational solution of the
first differential equation. By Lemma 3.3 we have
s′(T ) · M2(s(T ), t(T ))
N2(s(T ), t(T ))
= t ′(T ) · M1(s(T ), t(T ))
N1(s(T ), t(T ))
.
If t ′(T ) ≡ 0, then M2(s(T ),t(T ))N2(s(T ),t(T )) = 0 and t(x) = c , for some constant c. It is obvious that (s(T (x)), c) is a
rational solution of the system (1). Hence G(s, t) = 0 is a rational solution curve. If t ′(T ) ≢ 0, then
1
t ′(T )
· M2(s(T ), t(T ))
N2(s(T ), t(T ))
= 1
s′(T )
· M1(s(T ), t(T ))
N1(s(T ), t(T ))
.
Therefore, T (x) is also a rational solution of the second differential equation. It follows that
(s(T (x)), t(T (x))) is a rational solution of the system (1). Hence G(s, t) = 0 is a rational solution
curve. 
According to this theorem, assuming thatwe are in case (1), we need to compute a rational solution
of the autonomous differential equation
T ′ = 1
s′(T )
· M1(s(T ), t(T ))
N1(s(T ), t(T ))
.
In the next theorem,weprove that the rational solvability of this differential equation does not depend
on the choice of a proper parametrization of the rational invariant algebraic curve G(s, t) = 0.
Theorem 3.6. Let G(s, t) be a rational invariant algebraic curve of the system (1) such that G - N1 and
G - N2. Let P1(x) = (s1(x), t1(x)) and P2(x) = (s2(x), t2(x)) be two proper rational parametrizations of
the curve G(s, t) = 0 such that s′1(x) ≠ 0 and s′2(x) ≠ 0. Then the two autonomous differential equations
T ′1 =
1
s′1(T1)
· M1(s1(T1), t1(T1))
N1(s1(T1), t1(T1))
(7)
and
T ′2 =
1
s′2(T2)
· M1(s2(T2), t2(T2))
N1(s2(T2), t2(T2))
(8)
have the same rational solvability in the sense that one of them has a rational solution if and only if the
other one has. Moreover, we can choose T1 and T2 such that
P1(T1) = P2(T2).
Proof. Suppose that (7) has a rational solution T1(x). Then the rational solution of (1) corresponding
to G(s, t) = 0 is (s1(T1(x)), t1(T1(x))). Since (s2(x), t2(x)) is a proper rational parametrization of the
same curve G(s, t) = 0, there exists a rational function T2(x) such that
s2(T2(x)) = s1(T1(x)), t2(T2(x)) = t1(T1(x)).
Hence,
s′2(T2(x))T
′
2(x) = s′1(T1(x))T ′1(x) =
M1(s1(T1), t1(T1))
N1(s1(T1), t1(T1))
= M1(s2(T2), t2(T2))
N1(s2(T2), t2(T2))
.
This means that T2(x) is a rational solution of (8). 
Theorem 3.7. Suppose that s(x) is a non-constant rational function and N1(s(x), t(x)) ≠ 0. Then every
rational solution of
T ′ = 1
s′(T )
· M1(s(T ), t(T ))
N1(s(T ), t(T ))
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is of the form
T (x) = ax+ b
cx+ d ,
where a, b, c and d are constants. In particular, every non-trivial rational solution of the system (1) is
proper in the sense of proper parametrization.
Proof. Assume that T (x) is a rational solution of the above differential equation. Then, by Theorem 3.7
in Feng and Gao (2006), (T (x), T ′(x)) forms a proper parametrization of the algebraic curveH(T ,U) =
0 defined by the numerator of
s′(T ) · N1(s(T ), t(T )) · U −M1(s(T ), t(T )).
Since the degree of H(T ,U) with respect to U is 1, the degree of T (x) is also 1 because of the degree
bound of proper parametrizations (Sendra and Winkler, 2001). Therefore, by Theorem 3.5, a non-
trivial rational solution of the system (1) is a composition of a proper parametrization with a linear
rational function, hence, it is a proper parametrization. 
By this theorem we can always decide whether the differential equation for T (x) has a rational
solution. Therefore, we can decide whether G(s, t) is a rational solution curve.
Note that if (s(x), t(x)) is a rational solution of the system (1), then, because of the autonomy
of (1),
(s(x+ c), t(x+ c))
is also a rational solution of the system. In fact, this is the only way to generate rational solutions from
the same rational solution curve.
Theorem 3.8. Let (s1(x), t1(x)) and (s2(x), t2(x)) be non-trivial rational solutions of the differential
system (1) corresponding to the same rational invariant algebraic curve. Then there exists a constant c
such that
(s1(x+ c), t1(x+ c)) = (s2(x), t2(x)).
Proof. As a corollary of Theorems 3.5 and 3.7, we have proven that these solutions are proper. Since
(s1(x), t1(x)) and (s2(x), t2(x)) are rational parametrizations of the same invariant algebraic curve,
there exists a linear rational function T (x) such that
(s2(x), t2(x)) = (s1(T (x)), t1(T (x))).
Hence
s′1(T (x))T ′(x) = s′2(x) =
M1(s2(x), t2(x))
N1(s2(x), t2(x))
= M1(s1(T (x)), t1(T (x)))
N1(s1(T (x)), t1(T (x)))
= s′1(T (x))
t ′1(T (x))T ′(x) = t ′2(x) =
M2(s2(x), t2(x))
N2(s2(x), t2(x))
= M2(s1(T (x)), t1(T (x)))
N2(s1(T (x)), t1(T (x)))
= t ′1(T (x)).
(9)
It follows that
T ′(x) = 1.
Therefore, T (x) = x+ c for some constant c. In fact, we can compute the precise transformation
T (x) = (P−11 ◦ P2)(x),
where P1(x) = (s1(x), t1(x)) and P2(x) = (s2(x), t2(x)). 
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4. Algorithm and examples
Algorithm RATSOLVE
Input: The system (1) and an invariant algebraic curve G(s, t) = 0 of the system such that G - N1 and
G - N2.
Output: The corresponding rational solution of (1), if any.
(1) if G(s, t) = 0 is not a rational curve, then return ‘‘there is no rational solution corresponding
to G(s, t) = 0.’’
(2) else compute a proper rational parametrization (s(x), t(x)) of G(s, t) = 0.
(3) if s′(x) ≢ 0, then find the rational solution of the autonomous differential equation
T ′ = 1
s′(T )
· M1(s(T ), t(T ))
N1(s(T ), t(T ))
.
(4) else find the rational solution of the autonomous differential equation
T ′ = 1
t ′(T )
· M2(s(T ), t(T ))
N2(s(T ), t(T ))
.
(5) if there exists T (x) (a linear rational function), then return
(s(T (x)), t(T (x)))
(6) else return ‘‘there is no rational solution corresponding to G(s, t) = 0.’’
Example 4.1. Consider the rational differential system
s′ = −2(−(t − 1)
2 + s2)(t − 1)2
((t − 1)2 + s2)2
t ′ = −4(t − 1)
3s
((t − 1)2 + s2)2 .
(10)
First we compute the set of invariant algebraic curves of degree less than or equal to 2,
{t − 1 = 0, s+√−1(t − 1) = 0, s−√−1(t − 1) = 0, s2 + t2 + (−1− c)t + c = 0},
where c is an arbitrary constant. In fact, using Darboux’s Theorem (Singer, 1992) one can prove that
the system has no irreducible invariant algebraic curve of degree higher than 2.
For computing rational solutions of the given system we will not consider the two invariant
algebraic curves s + √−1(t − 1) = 0 and s − √−1(t − 1) = 0 because they are divisors of the
denominators of the system.
The invariant algebraic curve t − 1 = 0 can be parametrized by (x, 1). The corresponding
differential equation for reparametrization is
T ′ = 0.
Hence, T (x) = C for some constant C . This implies that s(x) = C, t(x) = 1 is a rational solution
corresponding to the rational solution line t − 1 = 0.
It remains to consider the invariant algebraic curve of the form
s2 + t2 + (−1− c)t + c = 0.
This is a family of conic curves depending on the constant parameter c. Let c = −1. Then we obtain
the curve
s2 + t2 − 1 = 0,
which is the unit circle. A proper rational parametrization of the circle is
P (x) =
 −2x
x2 + 1 ,
−x2 + 1
x2 + 1

.
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Hence, the corresponding differential equation for reparametrization is
T ′ = T 2.
This implies that
T (x) = −1
x
.
Therefore, a rational solution of the system is
s(x) = 2x
x2 + 1 , t(x) =
x2 − 1
x2 + 1 .
In the next section on rational general solutions we will continue the discussion of families of curves.
5. Rational general solutions of systems of autonomous ODEs
We have studied the rational general solution of the rational differential system (1) in Ngô and
Winkler (2010), Definition 3.9. The coefficients of a rational general solution have to contain a constant
which is transcendental over the field of constants of the system (see in Ngô and Winkler (2010),
Lemmas 3.12 and 3.13). We restate this result here.
Lemma 5.1. Let R(x) = (s(x), t(x)) be a non-trivial rational solution of the system (1). Let H(s, t) be
the monic defining polynomial (w.r.t a lexicographic order of terms in s and t) of the curve parametrized
byR(x). ThenR(x) is a rational general solution of the system (1) if and only if the coefficients of H(s, t)
contain a transcendental constant over the field K.
In this section,we study the rational general solution of the system (1) via its rational first integrals.
Since the result of Darboux’s Theorem (Singer, 1992) on the existence of a rational first integral is
stated for the field of complex numbers C, we consider in this section that K = C. However, we
suspect that the results are still valid for an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
As a corollary of Darboux’s Theorem, we know that either there are finitely many irreducible
invariant algebraic curves or there is a rational first integral of the polynomial system (6). In any
case, the degree of irreducible invariant algebraic curves is bounded. If the polynomial system (6)
has no dicritical singularities, then there is an upper bound for the degree of the irreducible invariant
algebraic curves in terms of the degree of the polynomial system (Carnicer, 1994). Using this upper
bound, one can always check whether the system has a rational first integral and one can compute it
in the affirmative case via the Prelle–Singer procedure (Prelle and Singer, 1983; Man, 1993).
Let R(x) = (s(x), t(x)) be a rational general solution of the system (1). Let G(s, t) = 0 be the
irreducible implicit equation of the curve parametrized by R(x). Observe that by Lemma 5.1 G(s, t)
must contain a transcendental constant. As we have seen in the previous section G(s, t) = 0 must be
an irreducible rational solution curve of the system (1). If the polynomial system (6) has no dicritical
singularities, then we can use the degree bound given in Carnicer’s paper and the criterion in Ngô and
Winkler (2010), Theorem5.3 for checking the existence of a rational general solution of the system (1).
In the affirmative case, we know that such a G(s, t) exists. The goal of this section is to compute all
possible rational solution curves G(s, t) = 0 of rational general solutions of the system (1) in terms
of a rational first integral of the system (1). Once we have a candidate for a rational solution curve,
we can apply the parametrization method in Section 3 with a modification for computing a rational
general solution of the system (1).
Let us recall the notion of first integral of the system (1).
Definition 5.2. A first integral of the system (1) is a non-constant bivariate functionW (s, t) such that
M1
N1
Ws + M2N2 Wt = 0.
A first integralW (s, t) of the system (1) is called a rational first integral iffW (s, t) is a rational function
in s and t .
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Observe that ifW (s, t) is a first integral of the system (1) andR(x) = (s(x), t(x)) is a solution of the
system (1), then there exists a constant c such that
W (s(x), t(x)) = c.
Consider the differential operators
D := M1N2 ∂
∂s
+M2N1 ∂
∂t
, and D1 := M1N1
∂
∂s
+ M2
N2
∂
∂t
.
So we have D(W ) = M1N2Ws +M2N1Wt and consequently
D(W ) = 0⇐⇒ D1(W ) = 0.
Therefore, the first integral of the rational system (1) and the one of the polynomial system (6) are the
same.
We recall some basic properties of rational first integrals.
Lemma 5.3. Let U(s,t)V (s,t) be a rational first integral of the system (6)with gcd(U, V ) = 1. Then U and V are
invariant algebraic curves of the polynomial system (6). Moreover, for any constant c, every irreducible
factor of U − cV determines an invariant algebraic curve of the system (6).
Proof. We have D
U
V
 = 0. This implies that D(U)V = UD(V ). Since gcd(U, V ) = 1, we must have
U|D(U) and V |D(V ), meaning U and V are invariant algebraic curves of the polynomial system (6).
Let U − cV =∏i Pαii , where Pi’s are irreducible polynomials. Then
D(U − cV ) = D(U)− cD(V ) = D(U)− c D(U)V
U
= D(U)
U
(U − cV ).
Hence,−
i
αiP
αi−1
i D(Pi)
∏
j≠i
Pαij = K
∏
i
Pαii ,
where K = D(U)U . Therefore, Pi|D(Pi) for all i, i.e., Pi defines an invariant algebraic curve. 
Note that the above property is an affine version of a more general result in the projective space that
can be found in Jouanolou (1979), Lemma 3.2.3, page 100.
Remark 5.4. Let U, V ∈ K[s, t] with gcd(U, V ) = 1. Let c be a transcendental constant over K.
Consider the factorization of the polynomial U− cV over the fieldK(c). Since the degree with respect
to c of U− cV is 1, using a generalized version of Theorem 36 in Chapter 3 of Schinzel (2000), we have
that the irreducible factors of U − cV are conjugate over K(c) and they appear in the form
A+ αB,
where A, B ∈ K[s, t] and α ∈ K(c). Moreover, α is also a transcendental constant over K because c
is so.
Lemma 5.5. Let σ : K(c) −→ K(c) be an automorphism of fields with σ(α) = α for all α ∈ K(c). Let
σ 1 : K(c)[s, t] −→ K(c)[s, t] be the induced homomorphism of rings defined by
σ 1
−
i,j
cijsit j

=
−
i,j
σ(cij)sit j.
If G(s, t) = 0 is a rational solution curve of the system (1), so is σ 1(G).
Proof. Let σ 2 : K(c)(x) −→ K(c)(x) be the homomorphism of fields defined by
σ 2
∑
i aix
i∑
j bjxj

=
∑
i σ(ai)x
i∑
j σ(bj)xj
,
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where ai, bj ∈ K(c). Suppose that (s(x), t(x)) is a proper rational parametrization of the curve
G(s, t) = 0, i.e., we have G(s(x), t(x)) = 0.
Let G(s, t) = ∑ij cijsit j. Let φ(x) = G(s(x), t(x)) = ∑ij cijs(x)it(x)j. Applying the homomorphism
σ 2 we obtain
0 = σ 2(φ(x)) =
−
ij
σ(cij)σ 2(s(x))iσ 2(t(x))j = σ 1(G)(σ 2(s(x)), σ 2(t(x))).
Therefore, σ 1(G) is a rational curve parametrized by (σ 2(s(x)), σ 2(t(x))).
Since G(s, t) = 0 is a rational solution curve of the system (1), by Theorem 3.5, the differential
equation
T ′ = 1
s′(T )
· M1(s(T ), t(T ))
N1(s(T ), t(T ))
has a rational solution T (x). Applying the homomorphism σ 2 to this equation and noting that the
coefficients of M1(s, t) and N1(s, t) are invariant under the action of σ , we see that σ 2(T (x)) is a
rational solution of the differential equation
T ′ = 1
σ 2(s(T ))′
· M1(σ 2(s(T )), σ 2(t(T )))
N1(σ 2(s(T )), σ 2(t(T )))
.
Therefore, σ 1(G) is a rational solution curve of the system (1). 
Theorem 5.6. The system (1) has a rational general solution if and only if the system (1) has a rational
first integral UV ∈ K(s, t) with gcd(U, V ) = 1 and any irreducible factor of U − cV determines a rational
solution curve for a transcendental constant c over K.
Proof. If the system (1) has a rational general solutionR(x) = (s(x), t(x)), then it has infinitely many
irreducible rational solution curves. Therefore, by corollary of Darboux’s Theorem (Singer, 1992),
there exists a rational first integral UV ∈ K(s, t). By the observation right after Definition 5.2 and
the generality ofR(x), there is a constant c transcendental over K such that
U(s(x), t(x))− cV (s(x), t(x)) = 0.
Let G(s, t) = 0 be the rational curve parametrized byR(x). Then G is a factor ofU−cV . By Remark 5.4,
every irreducible factor of U − cV is conjugate to G over K(c). Since G(s, t) = 0 is a rational solution
curve, by Lemma 5.5, any irreducible factor of U − cV determines a rational solution curve of the
system (1).
Conversely, suppose that the system (1) has a rational first integral
W = U
V
∈ K(s, t)
with gcd(U, V ) = 1. Let c be a transcendental constant over K. By Remark 5.4, we know that every
irreducible factor ofU−cV is of the form A+αB, whereA, B ∈ K[s, t] andα ∈ K(c) is a transcendental
constant over K. By assumption the factor A + αB determines a rational solution of the system (1).
Since α is transcendental over K, this rational solution is a rational general solution of the system (1)
by Lemma 5.1. 
Theorem5.6 gives us an algorithmicway of computing a rational general solution of the system (1).
Suppose that we have a rational first integral of the system (1), say W (s, t) = U(s,t)V (s,t) . We consider
the factorization of the polynomial U − cV over K(c), where c is a transcendental constant over K.
We execute the algorithm RATSOLVE in Section 4 with one of the irreducible factors of U − cV , say
A + αB ∈ K(c)[s, t], where A, B ∈ K[s, t] and α ∈ K(c) transcendental over K (cf. Remark 5.4). The
input condition is satisfied, because for any transcendental constant c over K we have A + αB - N1
and A+ αB - N2. In the first two steps of the algorithm we have to check the rationality and compute
a proper rational parametrization of the curve A+αB = 0 over the fieldK(c). The other steps are the
same as in RATSOLVE. To demonstrate this procedure we continue Example 4.1.
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Example 5.7 (Example 4.1, cont.). In fact, the system (10) in Example 4.1 has a rational first integral,
namely,
W (s, t) = s
2 + t2 − t
t − 1 .
The irreducible invariant algebraic curve derived from this rational first integral is
G(s, t) = s2 + t2 − t − c(t − 1).
This determines a rational curve in A2(K(c)), having the proper rational parametrization
P (x) =

(c − 1)x
1+ x2 ,
cx2 + 1
1+ x2

.
The corresponding autonomous differential equation for reparametrization is
T ′ = −2T
2
c − 1 .
Hence
T (x) = c − 1
2x
.
Now we substitute T (x) into P (x) to obtain a rational general solution of the system (10)
s(x) = 2(c − 1)
2x
4x2 + (c − 1)2 , t(x) =
c(c − 1)2 + 4x2
4x2 + (c − 1)2 .
Note that proper rational parametrizations of a rational curve are not unique.We can parametrize the
curve also by
P1(x) =
−ci+ (i+ ic)x− ix2
1+ c − 2x ,
c − x2
1+ c − 2x

,
where i is the imaginary unit. In this case, we obtain another rational general solution, namely,
s(x) = (2ix− c + 1)(c − 1)
2
4x(ix− c + 1) , t(x) =
i(4x2 + 4i(c − 1)x+ (c − 1)3)
4x(ix− c + 1) .
This solution is transformable into the first one by the change of variable
T (x) = x+ i(c − 1)
2
.
Note that the system (10) in Example 4.1 has other rational first integrals, for instance,
W1(s, t) = (s
2 + t2 − t)2
(t − 1)2 .
The factorization
(s2 + t2 − t)2 − c(t − 1)2 = (s2 + t2 − t +√c(t − 1))(s2 + t2 − t −√c(t − 1))
gives us two different irreducible factors. We can take any one of them and proceed in the same way
as before to obtain a rational general solution of the system (10).
Example 5.8. There are rational invariant algebraic curves without corresponding rational solutions.
For example, we consider the following rational differential system
s′ = −2(t − 1)
3(−(t − 1)2 + s2)
((t − 1)2 + s2)2 ,
t ′ = −4(t − 1)
4s
((t − 1)2 + s2)2 .
(11)
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We can see that the set of invariant algebraic curves of this system is the same as the one in
Example 4.1, namely,
{t − 1 = 0, s+√−1(t − 1) = 0, s−√−1(t − 1) = 0, s2 + t2 + (−1− c)t + c = 0}.
The first invariant algebraic curve t − 1 = 0 is a rational solution curve as before. However, the
invariant algebraic curve s2+t2+(−1−c)t+c = 0 produces no rational solution. The corresponding
differential equation of the proper rational parametrization P (x) is
T ′ = −2T
4
1+ T 2 .
This has no rational solution. Therefore, the rational differential system (11) has no rational general
solution.
6. Conclusion
We have provided a method for computing rational solutions of the rational system (1) by proper
parametrizations of the invariant algebraic curves of the system and reparametrization techniques.
The constructive algorithm also proves that every rational solution of the system (1) forms a proper
parametrization of a rational curve. If we start from a rational solution of the system, then the only
reparametrization allowed on the curve to obtain a new rational solution is to translate the variable
by an arbitrary constant. Moreover, using the relation between a rational first integral of the system
(1) and its irreducible invariant algebraic curves, we propose an algorithmic way of constructing a
rational general solution from a rational first integral of the system.
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